
 

 

 

Abstract—In this paper we would like to introduce some of the 

best practices of using semantic markup and its significance in the 

success of web applications. Search engines are one of the best ways 

to reach potential customers and are some of the main indicators of 

web sites' fruitfulness. We will introduce the most important semantic 

vocabularies which are used by Google and Yahoo. Afterwards, we 

will explain the process of semantic markup implementation and its 

significance for search engines and other semantic markup 

consumers. We will describe techniques for slow conceiving RDFa 

markup to our web application for collecting Call for papers (CFP) 

announcements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

N this paper we describe current methods for the addition of 

semantic markup [1] to the website and we will explain them 

via examples. We have created a web agent for collecting Call 

for Papers (CFP) announcements and we would like to show 

ways of publishing this information in a machine readable 

way. We will explain the significance of this semantic marking 

and describe the importance of this step for search engines.  

Nowadays, many sites are growing and creating much more 

interesting content. Additional information is getting better 

every day and popularity is growing. But popularity, in the 

form of visitor numbers, is a very uncertain factor because 

search engines are not able to find exact and correct answers. 

Current search engines mostly use the popularity of the 

website in the form of a page score. This is a relatively good 

measure in long-term planning and searching. Satisfactory 

static information can be found this way, but this approach is 

not good enough for temporary information. The temporary 

value of information can, for example, be an event, product 

information, review, video, discussion, map position, news, 

documents, or their combination. Each of these information 

sources can be usable only if it is up to date. The content of the 

paper is as follows.  

We will describe methods for semantic markup creation in 

section 2. Section 3 and 4 are devoted to the biggest search 

engines, Google and Yahoo, and to their semantic markup 
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support. In section 5 we will discuss differences between the 

semantic markup concepts used in these search engines and we 

will deal with reasons for semantic markup as presented in [1] 

and their advantages and disadvantages. 

II. SEMANTIC MARKUP 

In this section we discuss semantic markup methods. First of 

all, we should start with a definition of the word „semantic". 

Probably the best definitions are from Wordnet: „relating to 

meaning", „study of meaning". Tim Berners-Lee describes the 

Semantic Web [6] as an approach to expressing information in 

a machine processable form.  

Having interesting data in a user readable form, the simplest 

way is adding the semantic markup to the existing content. 

Therefore, this content will be accessible in a user and 

machine readable way. We will not discuss the methods of 

basic XHTML content markup; we will discuss the methods 

for expressing temporary information only. The basic 

approaches use the descriptive power of the XTHML tag set 

without inventing a new format like RSS; therefore, we do not 

need any special software to work with that. These approaches 

are microformats [4] and RDFa [1].  

The main difference between these approaches is the way of 

using XHTML attributes for the storage of metadata 

information. The microformats use only class attributes, 

however, RDFa uses more descriptive methods for metadata 

expression. The microformats provide a number of 

vocabulary-specific syntaxes. However, RDFa provides a more 

generic semantic markup embedding syntax, which is 

vocabulary independent. RDFa uses these XHTML attributes: 

about, resource, instanceof, property, content. Attributes like 

rel and href can be applied to all elements, not just for links. 

The use of RDFa for semantic markup has been widely 

discussed in recent literature, e.g. [7]-[12]. 

III. GOOGLE'S RDFA SUPPORT 

This section introduces Google’s RDFa [3] support. Google 

uses the semantic web in a different way to others. For Google, 

the Semantic Web is just a source of structured information, 

which can be used to improve the search accuracy. The main 

idea of the semantic web, in the way of RDF extensibility, is 

missing. Google supports only a few vocabularies which are a 

useful source of information, while other vocabularies are 

totally ignored. This support is better than nothing, but Google 

will in the end have to support more vocabularies 

The current Google RDFa support consists in using 

vocabularies for: reviews, people, business and organizations, 

events, recipes, and video. 

The following example is given to the semantic markup of 
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Fig. 1 Google search preview – RDFa event support 

 

an event with information about a conference. Interesting 

information is marked with RDFa. The first part is a definition 

of the vocabulary used for the Event: 

 

<!-- Definition of used vocabulary – Event --> 

<div xmlns:v=http://rdf.data-vocabulary.org/# 

typeof="v:Event"> 

 

Next is basic information about the event – an event name 

called summary and event description: 

 

<!-- Name and description of the event --> 

<span property="v:summary">ICSS 2010</span> 

<span property="v:description">The 7th International 

Conference on Cognitive Science (ICCS2010) will be held on 

August 17-20, 2010, at the China National Convention Center 

in Beijing.</span> 

 

We can assign a related image to the event: 

 

<!-- Image related to the event --> 

<div class="image"><img 

src="http://www.iccs2010.org/images/iccs2010-header.jpg" 

rel="v:photo" /></div> 

 

The most important information is about the beginning and 

end of the event: 

 

When:  

 <span property="v:startDate"  

  content="2010-08-17">August 17</span> —    

 <span property="v:endDate"  

  content="2010-08-20">August 20</span> 

Where:  

 

We can use nested entities for additional information, for 

example, about the location or organization: 

 

<!-- Nested entities for location and organization --> 

<span rel="v:location"> 

<span typeof="v:Organization"> 

 

<span property="v:name">China National Convention 

Center</span>, 

 

<!-- Address – street, city, country, region: --> 

<span typeof="v:Address"> 

<span property="v:street-address">No.7 Tianchen East 

Road</span>,  

<span property="v:locality">Beijing</span>,  

<span property="v:region">Chaoyang District</span>, 

<span property="v:country-name">China</span> 

 

Google search preview of this example is shown in Fig. 1. 

There is the title of the website, which should be the same as 

the name of the Event. There is the start date and location of 

the event on the second line. A short description of the event is 

generated based on the stored information in Google index. 

This example has not been indexed yet, so there is no event 

description. The corresponding RDFa node structures for 

address and event are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Google search – Address type RDFa node structure 

IV. YAHOO'S RDFA SUPPORT 

 Yahoo! Search supports RDFa [5] and makes this 

information available to the public via SearchMonkey. 

SearchMonkey is Yahoo! Search’s open platform based on 

metadata. Metadata are displayed in the form of standard 

enhanced results and can be used for event specific searches, 

for example. 

The main difference between Yahoo and Google is in the 

openness to the most popular vocabularies. Google uses only 

its own vocabulary. Moreover, Yahoo is able to use some of 

the most popular existing vocabularies such as Good Relations 

[2]. It makes the Yahoo! Search engine more effective and 

open to well-known standards. 

SearchMonkey supports these types of structured data: 

 

 Product – information about a product including 

current and sale price, image, specification, structured 

data about the manufacturer, and reviews. The main 

difference between Yahoo and Google RDFa support 

is in the number of marked items. Google does not 

use these types of prices, structured data about the 

manufacturer is replaced by brand name, etc. 



 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Google search – Address type RDFa node structure 

 

 

 Video – description, license, thumbnail image and 

information about the size and type of the content. 

 

 Discussion – based again on the open vocabularies. 

For example: foaf, sioc, dc, media, vcard, etc. Google 

has no support for discussions, it has only reviews. 

 

 Local – business, organizations and points of 

interests. Public vocabularies are again used: vcard, 

comment, review, etc and their vocabulary commerce 

is only for additional information. Google has a 

vocabulary for businesses and organizations withonly 

some basic structured fields like name, URL, address, 

telephone and GPS position.  

 

 Event –Yahoo uses generally known vocabularies like 

vcard and xmlns: rdfs. Their own vocabulary, called 

commerce, is used for storing very detailed additional 

information, for example, about parking options, 

opening hours, attire and type of cuisine. Google uses 

only their own vocabulary and has nothing like these 

additional options. 

 

 Games – support for Flash games only, but Google 

has nothing like this. 

 

 News – based on public vocabularies like: dc, sioc, 

vcard, etc. Discussion is included. 

 

 Documents – support for documents. We can add 

information about the author, license and media type. 

 

Example of RDFa implementation of Event for Yahoo! 

Search. This implementation is for our website and contains 

information about a conference. We will show only the main 

differences: 

The biggest difference is in the number of used 

vocabularies. Google uses only one vocabulary, their own. 

Yahoo uses many popular vocabularies: 

 

<div typeof="vcal:Vevent"  

  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

  xmlns:vcal="http://www.w3.org/2002/12/cal/icaltzd#" 

  xmlns:vcard="http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#" 

  xmlns:review="http://purl.org/stuff/rev#" 

  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 

  xmlns:commerce="http://search.yahoo.com/searchmonkey/ 

commerce/"> 

 

The basic information looks very similar. This RDFa is for 

Yahoo – based on generally known vocabularies: 

 



 

 

<span property="rdfs:label vcal:summary">ICSS 

2010</span> 

<span property="vcal:description rdfs:comment">The 7th 

International Conference…</span> 

 

This RDFa is for Google. It uses only their own vocabulary: 

 

<span property="v:summary">ICSS 2010</span> 

<span property="v:description">The 7th International 

Conference </span> 

 

Information about dates is almost the same as in RDFa for 

Google. RDFa for Yahoo: 

 

<span property="vcal:dtstart" datatype="xsd:dateTime" 

 content="2010-08-17">August 17</span> — 

<span property="vcal:dtend" datatype="xsd:dateTime" 

 content="2010-08-20">August 20</span> 

V. CONCLUSION 

First we explained methods for marking content with 

semantic tags. These tags can be added in the form of 

microformats or in the form of RDFa. The structured content 

can be used by search engines and can bring new visitors or 

potential customers to our site. 

Search engines are able to mark different types of content, 

for example, products, events, and locations. If the content is 

marked in a machine readable way, search engines can classify 

and filter content by this type. It can bring new possibilities for 

users, who will be able to find any cultural event through their 

favourite search engine without checking many different 

websites. We will be able to plan our lives more effectively 

and update our calendars directly or automatically from these 

search results. We will be able to find e-shops selling 

interesting products and we will be able to compare reviews 

from different sources. 

We discussed two big search engines, Google and Yahoo, 

and we compared their differences. Yahoo RDFa support is 

based on open, generally known vocabularies; on the other 

hand, Google prefers its own vocabulary specification. This 

makes Yahoo the leader as far as its way of analyzing and 

processing structured data is concerned.  

In our future work, we would like to further concentrate on 

Yahoo! BOSS [19] - the successor of Yahoo! Search’s 

SearchMonkey – and Yahoo! Content Analysis [20], both of 

which provide application interfaces for various services using 

semantic markup, such as user location detection and named 

entity recognition, among others. 
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